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ABSTRACT

This application paper presents details of the technique we developed to produce an adaptive and quality tetrahedral
finite element mesh model of a human heart. Beginning from a polygonal surface model consisting of twenty-two
components, we first edit and convert it to volumetric gridded data. A component index for each cell edge and grid
point is computed for assisting the boundary and material layer detection. Next we extract adaptive and quality
tetrahedral meshes from the volumetric gridded data using our Level Set Boundary and Interior-Exterior (LBIE)
Mesher. The mesh adaptivity is controlled using a feature sensitive error function. Multiple layers with different
materials were identified and meshed. Furthermore, one of the heart valves in the input multi-component surface
model was replaced. The extracted final tetrahedral mesh is being utilized in the analysis of cardiac fluid dynamics
via finite element simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A good geometric model of the human heart is im-
portant for the simulation of the human cardiovas-
cular system, which is useful for medical education
and the predictive medicine applications in cardiovas-
cular surgery. Finite element analysis is an important
method used for the simulation. Therefore, adaptive
and quality tetrahedral finite element meshes of the
cardiac model are required.

There are three main problems in the tetrahedral mesh
generation for the cardiac model:

1. Model acquisition — model editing and volumet-
ric gridded data calculation.

2. Adaptive and quality tetrahedral mesh extraction
from volumetric gridded data.

3. Boundary and material layer detection.

The polygonal cardiac model from New York Univer-
sity’s School of Medicine as shown in Figure 2, which
was designed through collaboration between consul-
tant cardiologists and graphical designers for inter-
active learning and virtual reality teaching aids, pro-
vides a good approximation of a normal adult heart.
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This human cardiac model has four chambers, five
valves and all the major blood vessels. However, users
may have some additional requirements for the car-
diac model. For example, the valve connecting the
left and right atriums was placed there to represent a
‘foramen ovale’ which is present in the embryo but not
in the newborn, so it should be removed in studying
the blood circulatory system of an adult. Small gaps
between valve leaflets are required by some fluid dy-
namics software. The ventricular boundaries, detected
from MRI scan data by segmentation techniques, can
also be used in the model editing to build a patient-
specific cardiac model. Therefore, we need to con-
struct a user-specific geometric solid model by editing
the virtual cardiac model.

The cardiac model can be decomposed into twenty-
two components as shown in Figure 1. After model
editing, we convert the edited polygonal model to the
volumetric gridded data by using the signed distance
method. We calculate a component index for each
cell edge which will be used to decide the boundary
index for each vertex in the extracted mesh. We also
compute a component index for each grid point, which
will help to detect multiple material layers.

We have extended the dual contouring isosurface ex-
traction method [1] to adaptive and quality tetrahe-
dral mesh generation, and developed a software named
LBIE-Mesh (Level Set Boundary and Interior-Exterior



Mesher) [2] [3]. The extended dual contouring method
is chosen to generate finite element meshes for the car-
diac model because this method takes isosurfaces as
boundary surfaces and can generate meshes for com-
plicated structures. The mesh adaptivity is controlled
by a combination of major areas and the feature sen-
sitive error function described in [2] [3]. We gener-
ate fine meshes in the regions of heart valves because
they are important structures in fluid dynamics simu-
lation. The feature sensitive error function can detect
surface topology changes, and efficiently control the
mesh adaptivity. Since the cardiac model has thin
walls, modifications are made in the tetrahedral mesh
extraction algorithm for thin structures.

In the boundary condition assignment of finite element
simulations, users need to find all the boundary ver-
tices lying on a certain component of the cardiac model
such as the aorta. The component index is computed
for each cell edge to help identify a boundary index
for each vertex in the extracted mesh indicating the
component to which it belongs.

The constructed tetrahedral mesh of the cardiac model
can be used in the predictive treatment for the replace-
ment of heart valves. In this situation, the heart valve
and the myocardium have different material proper-
ties. Therefore, multiple material layers exist. The
component index for each grid point helps to detect
the interface between material layers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the related previous work; Sec-
tion 3 discusses the model editing and volumetric data
generation; Section 4 explains the adaptive and qual-
ity tetrahedral mesh extraction from volumetric data;
Section 5 describes how to generate boundary indices
for boundary vertices; Section 6 talks about how to
construct tetrahedral meshes in the region with multi-
ple material layers; Section 7 shows some results and
discusses other possible requirements for the cardiac
model; the final section gives our conclusions.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Cardiac Simulation: The simulation of cardiac fluid
dynamics becomes more and more important because
of its applications in medical education and predictive
medicine for cardiovascular disease. A human heart
surface model is simulated and constructed for study-
ing cardiac fluid mechanics [4]. Mooney et. al [5]
constructed a volumetric model for the human heart
based on a polygonal model from New York Univer-
sity’s School of Medicine, and produced a real-time
simulation of the 3D phenomenon of the electrocar-
diogram. Hunter et. al [6] [7] [8] constructed a pig
cardiac model and studied mechanics properties of
the heart. Computational tools are used to construct
patient-specific models based on CT and MRI scan
data, which helps make alternate treatment plans for
an individual patient. A model of blood vessels was
constructed, and the blood flow inside them was sim-
ulated by studying fluid dynamics for cardiovascular
disease [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Segmentation techniques
are used to detect the boundaries of ventricles and 3D

boundary element models of the heart are constructed
from cine MRI scan data [14] [15] [16].

Tetrahedral Mesh Generation: Octree based, ad-
vancing front based and Delaunay-like techniques for
tetrahedral mesh generation are reviewed in [17] and
[18]. The octree technique recursively subdivides the
cube containing the geometric model until the desired
resolution is reached [19]. Advancing front methods
start from a boundary and move a front from the
boundary towards empty space within the domain [20]
[21]. The Delaunay criterion is called ‘empty sphere’,
which means that no node is contained within the cir-
cumsphere of any tetrahedra of the mesh. Different ap-
proaches of Delaunay refinement to define new nodes
were studied [22] [23]. Sliver exudation [24] was used
to eliminate slivers. Shewchuk [25] solved the prob-
lem of enforcing boundary conformity by constrained
Delaunay triangulation.

The Marching Cubes algorithm (MC) [26] visits each
cell in a volume and performs local triangulation based
on the sign configuration of the eight vertices. The en-
hanced distance field representation and the extended
MC algorithm [27] can detect and reconstruct sharp
features in the isosurface. A surface wave-front prop-
agation technique [28] is used to generate multireso-
lution meshes with good aspect ratio. MC [26] was
extended to extract tetrahedral meshes between two
isosurfaces from volume data [29]. Nielson proposed
a different algorithm for interval volume tetrahedral-
ization [30]. The dual contouring isosurface extrac-
tion method [1] has been extended to adaptive and
quality tetrahedral mesh generation [2] [3]. [31] pro-
posed an algorithm to triangulate a d-dimensional re-
gion with a bounded aspect ratio. Since many 3D
objects are sampled in terms of slices, Bajaj et. al in-
troduced approaches to construct triangular and tetra-
hedral meshes from the slice data [32] [33].

Algorithms for mesh improvement can be classified
into three categories as reviewed in [17] and [18]: local
refinement/coarsening by inserting/deleting points,
local remeshing by face/edge swapping and mesh
smoothing by relocating vertices. Laplacian smooth-
ing, in its simplest form, relocates the vertex position
at the average of the nodes connecting to it. This
method generally works well for meshes in convex re-
gions. However, it can result in distorted or even in-
verted elements near concavities in the mesh. Field
[34] constrained the node movement in order to avoid
the creation of inverted elements. Instead of relocating
vertices based on a heuristic algorithm, people utilized
an optimization technique, which measures the quality
of the surrounding elements to a node and attempts to
optimize it. The optimization-based smoothing yields
better results while it is more expensive than Lapla-
cian smoothing. Therefore, [35] [36] [37] recommended
a combined Laplacian/optimization-based approach.

3. MODEL ACQUISITION

In this section, our goal is to construct a user-specific
geometric solid model by editing a polygonal cardiac
model (Figure 2), then converting it into volumetric



Boundary Index Components Color | Boundary Index Components Color

0 interior – 12 valve of foramen ovale green
1 aortic valve blue 13 valve of foramen ovale red
2 aortic valve purple 14 right ventricle blue
3 aortic valve green 15 left ventricle green
4 mitral valve red 16 right atrium red
5 mitral valve yellow 17 right pulmonary v. red
6 pulmonary valve orange 18 inferior vena cava orange
7 pulmonary valve blue 19 left atrium orange
8 pulmonary valve red 20 right pulmonary a. dark red
9 tricuspid valve green 21 aorta blue
10 tricuspid valve purple 22 outer surface pink
11 tricuspid valve pink

Figure 1: The corresponding relationship between the component/boundary index, cardiac components and their colors.
The cardiac model is decomposed into twenty-two components as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The original heart model from NYU* and the
modified model. (a) - the aortic valve; (b) - the tricuspid
valve; (c) - the pulmonary valve; (d) - the mitral valve;
(a’) (b’) (c’) and (d’) - modified valves; (e) - the ‘foramen
ovale’ connecting the left and right atriums. The orig-
inal (e) and modified (e) are compared in the bottom
row. Note*: With permission of New York University,
Copyright 1994-2004.

gridded data using the signed distance method. The
cardiac model is decomposed into twenty-two compo-
nents as shown in Figure 1, and additional volume
data indicating which component each grid point and
each cell edge belong to is also calculated.

3.1 Model Editing

The heart plays an important role in the blood circu-
latory system of the human body. When one studies
the blood flow in the heart, one is interested in how its
muscular contractions pump blood around the body.
There are two main pumping chambers that contract
nearly simultaneously in a healthy heart. One is the
left ventricle, which accepts oxygen-enriched blood
from the lungs and pumps it to the body. The other
is the right ventricle, which accepts oxygen-depleted
blood from the body and pumps it to the lungs. There-
fore, no connective valve between the left and right
atriums is necessary in studying the blood circulatory
system, and the ‘foramen ovale’ connecting the two
atriums as shown in Figure 2(e) needs to be removed
from the original model.

We first remove the valve connecting the left and right
atriums in the virtual heart model, and fill the holes
in the two atriums (Figure 2(e)). There are four im-
portant valves left consisting of two or three leaflets
(Figure 2(a ∼ d)). In our finite element model of
the human heart, the aortic valve, the tricuspid valve,
the pulmonary valve and the mitral valve should have
gaps between its cuspid components since blood flows
through them in the circulatory system. The gaps are
small, and no blood may pass through when the valves
are closed. Here Maya [38], a CAD software, is used to
modify the original valve models to obtain gaps (Fig-
ure 2 (a’ ∼ d’)).

3.2 Volumetric Data Calculation

For each grid point in the volumetric gridded data,
we calculate the shortest distance from this grid point
to the edited polygonal cardiac model, and assign a
sign to it indicating if this grid point lies inside the
heart volume or not. Besides this, we also need to
know which component of the cardiac model each grid



point and each cell edge belong to. Therefore, there
is a value (the component index) attached at each cell
edge, and a vector tagged at each grid point in the gen-
erated volumetric data containing the signed distance
value and the component index.

For each cell edge, we find the component index of the
triangle in the edited polygonal model which intersects
this edge. The component index of each cell edge, es-
pecially the component index of each sign change edge,
will be used to decide the boundary index for each
boundary vertex in extracted meshes which helps as-
sign boundary conditions in finite element simulations.

When we calculate the component index for each grid
point, we first find the triangle in the polygonal model
which is the closest to this grid point, and get the in-
dex number of the component containing this triangle
from Figure 1. If this triangle belongs to more than
one component, then this grid point lies in their shared
plane or shared line. The component index for each
grid point needs to be kept in the volumetric data, and
will be used to detect material layers in the extracted
meshes. In the heart model with the replaced mitral
valve, there are two different material types. One is
the heart tissue, the other is the material of the re-
placed mitral valve. For a grid point, if its closest
triangle belongs to the mitral valve in the polygonal
model, then the material index is 1, otherwise it is 0.
The material index for each boundary vertex in ex-
tracted meshes is helpful to assign material properties
in finite element simulations.

4. TETRAHEDRAL MESHING

In this section, we are going to construct an adap-
tive tetrahedral heart model with all necessary compo-
nents, such as arteries, veins, four chambers, and four
heart valves. We choose the extended Dual Contour-
ing method to construct the tetrahedral heart model
from volumetric gridded data [2] [3] because it takes
isosurfaces as boundaries and can generate adaptive
and quality meshes for complicated structures.

4.1 Mesh Extraction

The dual contouring method [1] uses an octree-based
data structure, and analyzes those edges whose end-
points lie on different sides of the isosurface, called sign
change edges. The mesh adaptivity is achieved dur-
ing a top-down octree construction. Each sign change
edge is shared by either four (uniform case) or three
(adaptive case) cells, and one minimizer is calculated
for each of them by minimizing a predefined Quadratic
Error Function (QEF). For each sign change edge, a
quadrilateral or triangle is constructed by connecting
the minimizers. These quadrilaterals and triangles
provide a ‘dual’ approximation of the isosurface.

The dual contouring method has already been ex-
tended to tetrahedral mesh generation from volumetric
data [2] [3]. In this scheme, cells containing the iso-
surface are called boundary cells, and interior cells are
those cells whose eight vertices are inside the isosur-
face. In the process of tetrahedral mesh extraction, all

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: 2D triangulation and 3D tetrahedralization.
(a) - the 2D scheme used in [2] [3]; (b) - our 2D scheme.
(c ∼ f) - our 3D schemes: (c)(d) - sign change edge;
(e)(f) - interior edge. The green solid points represent
minimizer points, and the red solid points represent the
interior vertex of the sign change edge.

boundary cells and interior cells should be analyzed.
There are two kinds of edges in boundary cells, one is a
sign change edge, the other is an interior edge. Interior
cells only have interior edges. In [2] [3], interior edges
and interior faces in boundary cells are dealt with in
a special way, and the volume of the interval volume
inside boundary cells is tetrahedralized. For interior
cells, we only need to split them into tetrahedra. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows a 2D example.

Here we adopt a slightly different algorithm, in which
we do not distinguish between boundary cells and inte-
rior cells when we analyze them. We only consider two
kinds of edges — sign change edges and interior edges.
For each boundary cell, we can obtain a minimizer
point by minimizing its Quadratic Error Function. For
each interior cell, we set the center point of the cell as
its minimizer point. In 2D (Figure 3(b)), there are
two cells sharing each edge, and two minimizer points
are obtained. For each sign change edge, the two min-
imizers and the interior vertex of this edge construct
a triangle (blue). For each interior edge, each mini-
mizer/center point and this edge construct a triangle
(yellow). In 3D (Figure 3(c ∼ f), there are three or
four cells sharing each edge. Therefore, the three (or
four) minimizers and the interior vertex of the sign
change edge construct one (or two) tetrahedron (blue
tetrahedra), while the three (or four) minimizers and
the interior edge construct two (or four) tetrahedra
(yellow tetrahedra).

Compared with the algorithm presented in [2] [3], this
method is simpler and easier to implement. The two
methods are actually the same if the interval volume
is thin, while this method will generate a little more
tetrahedra for thick interval volume.

4.2 Mesh Adaptivity and Topology

In order to keep all the features of the complicated
human heart model, and at the same time minimize



the number of elements for efficient finite element cal-
culation, we choose adaptive tetrahedral meshes.

The mesh adaptivity can be controlled by important
regions and by a feature sensitive error function de-
fined in [2] [3]. First we find out the regions of four
heart valves, then refine the octree cells in these im-
portant regions and generate fine meshes, while keep
coarse meshes in other areas. The feature sensitive
error function measures the difference of the isosur-
faces between coarse and fine levels, and it can detect
geometric and topological features sensitively. If the
error function value of an octree cell is greater than a
predefined threshold ε, then this cell should be refined
and finer meshes will be generated.

If a non-manifold situation happens in the finest res-
olution, then the local topology is wrong. We use the
subdivision method [3] to solve this problem. A trilin-
ear function is constructed to represent the true topol-
ogy, and we keep splitting the octree cell until each
subcell contains only one component of the isosurface.

5. BOUNDARY DETECTION

We assign the boundary index for each interior vertex
of the interval volume in extracted meshes to be 0, and
what we are interested in is how to decide the bound-
ary index for each boundary vertex. In the process
of Dual Contouring isosurface extraction, we analyze
each sign change edge. Four or three minimizer points
are generated, and their boundary indices are assigned
the same with the component index of this sign change
edge (green and blue minimizers in Figure 4(a)). If a
minimizer point is assigned by different boundary in-
dices when analyzing various sign change edges, then
this minimizer point lies in the shared region of mul-
tiple components (red minimizers in Figure 4(a)).

(b)(a)

Figure 4: Boundary detection - (a) There are two sign
change edges, the green edge and the blue one, belonging
to two different cardiac components. The red minimiz-
ers lie in the shared region of the two components. (b)
Minimal sign change edge (the red edge) is chosen for
the boundary detection.

Minimal edges are defined as edges of leaf cells that
do not contain an edge of a neighboring leaf. We al-
ways choose the minimal sign change edges to detect
the boundary index since it is closer to the isosurface
and provides more accurate boundary information. In
Figure 4(b), the red curve represents the real isocon-
tour, the green edge is the sign change edge and the
short red edge is the minimal sign change edge. When

material 0

material 1

material 1

With material layer detectionNo material layer detection

material 0

Figure 5: 2D Triangulation of the region without/with
material layer detection. There are two materials (0 and
1) in this example. The top cell is an interior cell and the
bottom cell is a boundary cell. The green edges are sign
change edges, and the blue edges were interior edges,
but are set as sign change edges considering the material
properties. The green points are minimizer points.

we detect the boundary index, we should choose the
component index number of the red edge instead of
that of the green edge.

6. MATERIAL LAYER DETECTION

We need to detect various material layers when the ob-
ject consists of multiple materials. For example, the
mitral valve is one of the most easily injured valves for
elderly people, and it needs to be replaced in the treat-
ment for some patients. The replaced mitral valve has
different material properties from the myocardium.
Therefore the interface between the myocardium and
the replaced mitral valve needs to be detected.

In the process of tetrahedral mesh extraction from vol-
umetric gridded data, we need to analyze both bound-
ary cells and interior cells. For interior cells, if there
are multiple materials in it, then we can not set the
cell middle point as the minimizer point. For exam-
ple, there are two different materials (0 and 1) in an
interior cell, then we negate the function value of grid
points with material 1 while keep the function value of
grid points with material 0. A minimizer point can be
calculated using the same Quadratic Error Functions
in the cell whose grid points are tagged with new func-
tion values. For all analyzed (boundary or interior)
cells, we first check if all the eight grid points belong
to the same material. If not, we need to re-consider
the interior edge whose two endpoints have different
materials as a sign change edge.

Figure 5 shows a 2D example, two blue interior edges
should be re-analyzed. The left picture shows the tri-
angular mesh generated without the material layer de-
tection, while the right one shows the mesh with the
material layer detection. In the right picture, two blue
triangles are generated for green sign change edges,
three yellow triangles are generated for interior edges
and four pink triangles are generated for blue sign
change edges. It is obvious that the interface between
the two material regions is preserved by pink triangles.



Vertex Tetra Extraction
Edge-ratio Joe-Liu Volume

Number Number Time (ms) (best, worst) (best, worst) (minimal, maximal)

Heartb 148516 728321 11253 (1.02, 1.20×105) (1.0, 1.23×10−4) (4.88×10−8, 2.56×102)
Hearta 146163 715795 - (1.02, 8.5) (1.0, 2.04×10−2) (4.35×10−4, 4.33×102)

Figure 6: The comparison of the three quality criteria (the edge-ratio, the Joe-Liu parameter and the minimal volume)
before/after the quality improvement for the human heart model. Heartb - before quality improvement; Hearta - after
quality improvement. Meshes are extracted from a volumetric gridded data of 2573.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have developed an interactive program for adap-
tive and quality tetrahedral mesh extraction and ren-
dering of the cardiac model based on our meshing soft-
ware LBIE-Mesh. Our results were computed on a PC
equipped with a Pentium III 800MHz processor and
1GB main memory.

The adaptive tetrahedral meshes shown in Figure 7
are extracted from a volumetric gridded data of signed
distance function with the resolution of 2573. The
mesh adaptivity is controlled by important regions
(four valves) and a feature sensitive error function. It
is obvious that the finest meshes are generated in the
regions of the aortic valve, the tricuspid valve, the pul-
monary valve and the mitral valve. Figure 8 shows the
four valves and their valve gaps in the extracted tetra-
hedral mesh. Geometric and topological features such
as structures with thin walls as shown in Figure 7(c)
are identified by the feature sensitive error function,
and adaptive meshes are generated to represent the
heart model with correct topology.

In our output, we provide not only the geometric po-
sition of each vertex and the connectivity information
for each tetrahedron, but also the location informa-
tion of each vertex with a boundary index and the
material information with a material index. We use a
different color to represent each component of the car-
diac model. The corresponding relationship between
the component/boundary index, cardiac components
and the color map is listed in Figure 1. The boundary
index assists the boundary condition assignment, and
the material index helps assign material properties in
finite element simulations. Figure 7(b) shows the de-
tected twenty-two components of the cardiac model
in wireframe. Various leaflets of the four heart valves
are identified with different color as shown in Figure
8. In a cardiac model with the replace mitral valve
as shown in Figure 9, the interface between the mi-
tral valve and the myocardium is detected after the
material layer detection.

As described in [3], we also adopted the edge-ratio,
the Joe-Liu parameter and the minimal volume as our
quality metrics, and used the edge contraction and
smoothing method to improve the mesh quality. Fig-
ure 6 shows the mesh size, the extraction time and
the improvement of the three quality metrics. The ex-
traction time includes octree traversal, quadratic error
function computation and actual mesh extraction. It
is obvious that the worst values of the edge-ratio, the
Joe-Liu parameter and the minimal volume were im-
proved significantly.

In the process of finite element simulations, people
may need anisotropic meshes in some regions of the
cardiac model. For example, finer meshes is required
along the gradient direction of finite element solutions,
while meshes stretch in the tangential directions. In
some thin structures, the extracted meshes may have
only one element in the thickness direction. How-
ever the finite element solution has strong gradient
across it, which requires the mesh must have mul-
tiple elements through the thin structure to capture
these gradients. Therefore, it is desirable to generate
anisotropic meshes with multiple elements through the
thickness that are stretched in the tangential direction.
One way for anisotropic mesh generation is to find the
shortest path from a boundary vertex to its opposite
boundary surface along the thickness direction, iden-
tify the edges to be refined in the extracted tetrahedral
mesh, and refine the tetrahedral mesh along it by in-
serting extra points at the middle of edges.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have constructed a user-specific car-
diac solid model by editing an educational polygonal
surface model, converted it into volumetric gridded
data of the signed distance function, and generated
adaptive and quality tetrahedral finite element meshes
for it. Each of the twenty-two components is identified
and represented by a different color, and the interface
of the material layer between the replaced mitral valve
and myocardium is detected. For each boundary ver-
tex in the extracted meshes, a boundary index and a
material index are provided to assist the assignment of
boundary conditions and material properties in finite
element simulations.

Quantization of ventricular mass and function are im-
portant in myocardial diseases, so it is important to
detect boundaries of ventricles from MRI scan data.
With the development of scanning and segmentation
techniques, MRI scan data will be used to construct
a patient-specific cardiac solid model. Then we can
generate adaptive and quality finite element meshes
for each specific patient with boundary and material
layer detection.
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Figure 7: Adaptive tetrahedral meshes for the heart model. (a) - the heart model viewed from outside; (b) - the result
of boundary detection in wireframe, each of the twenty-two components of the heart model is represented by a different
color, the relationship between the color and heart components is listed in Figure 1; (c) - a cross section of the adaptive
tetrahedral mesh, it is obvious that the valves have the finest mesh, thin structures are identified by the feature sensitive
error function, and adaptive meshes are generated to preserve correct topology.
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